Thank you for being a PAPER PUMPKIN subscriber! I hope that you enjoy the fabulous projects that my fellow demonstrators and I have created for you this month.

I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated.

If I can answer any questions or help you with online ordering, please don’t hesitate to call me.

I want to give my customers the BEST service I can!

Dawn Olchefske
email: dostamping@yahoo.com
phone: (763) 658-7016
cell: (612) 269-5540

Order 24/7 at:
http://www.dostampingwithdawn.com/
(click the SHOP link)
Gift Bag Tag

Featured Paper Pumpkin:
- What A Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 141397 Flirty Flamingo Classic Ink Pad
- 100730 Whisper White Card Stock
- 133324 Scalloped Tag Topper Punch
- 141426 Flirty Flamingo Ruched Ribbon
- 137910 Bermuda Bay Sequin Trim
- 138400 Blushing Bride Sequin Trim
- 104430 Dimensionals

Instructions:
1. Cut off the front of one of the tags.
2. Ink up the saying in Flirty Flamingo ink and stamp on the tag front.
3. Tie a piece of Flirty Flamingo ribbon in the hole on the tag.
4. Cut a piece of Whisper White card stock 2” x 4 ½”.
5. Slide the white card stock into the Scalloped Tag Topper Punch and punch.
6. Ink up the diamond stamp image in Flirty Flamingo ink and randomly stamp it all over the white card stock.
7. Cut 6” lengths of both sequin trim and attach to the tag with Dimensionals. Attach the saying piece onto the tag.
8. Thread a piece of pink yarn through the top of the tag and attach it to a gift bag or present.
9. Give this to someone special!

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What a Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 120953 Crumb Cake cardstock (4" x 5-1/4", 11" x 4-1/4" card base)
- 100730 Whisper White cardstock (scrap)
- 131198 Blushing Bride cardstock (scrap)
- 138337 Mint Macaron cardstock (scrap)
- 119860 1-3/8" Circle Punch
- 119869 1/2" Circle punch
- 122334 Simply Score Board
- 119246 Basic Rhinestone Jewels
- 104430 Stampin' Dimensionals
- 103683 Glue Dots

Instructions:
1. Place 4" x 5-1/4" panel on score board with the 4" side against the top. Score every 1/8" from 2-3/8" to 3" (a total of 6 score lines). Adhere to folded card base.
2. Stamp greeting on scrap Mint Macaron, punch with 1-3/8" Circle. Adhere to one of the large tags (cut in half), with Stampin’ Dimensionals
3. Tie 10" of yarn to tag and adhere to card with Stampin' Dimensionals.
4. Stamp "jewel" images on to scraps of Whisper White, Mint Macaron & Blushing Bride. Punch out with 1/2" Circle. Attach Basic Rhinestone Jewels, and adhere to card with Glue Dots.
5. Enjoy!

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
Have a Brilliant Birthday

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What a Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 100730 Whisper White Cardstock (3-7/8" x 5-1/8")
- 121045 Basic Black Cardstock (4" x 5-1/4")
- 141415 Emerald Envy Cardstock (8-1/2" x 5-1/2" card base)
- 141680 Brights Enamel Shapes
- 138282 Tags and Labels Framelits
- 126948 Melon Mambo ink pad
- 126946 Tangerine Tango ink pad
- 126944 Daffodil Delight ink pad
- 126951 Pacific Point ink pad
- 126950 Rich Razzleberry ink pad
- 104430 Stampin Dimensionals

Instructions:
1. Stamp Dotted background image along right-hand side of card from top to bottom using Melon Mambo, Tangerine Tango, Daffodil Delight, Emerald Envy, Pacific Point, and Rich Razzleberry inks. Overlap slightly as shown.
2. Adhere stamped panel to black cardstock, then to fold card base
3. Die cut a label and stamp greeting in Black Archival Ink.
4. Tie some Thick Baker’s Twine around label and attach to card with dimensionals.
5. Enjoy!

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
Way to Shine Banner Card

All images © Stampin’ Up®

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What a Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 141415 Emerald Envy cardstock (7” x 5 ½”)
- 141416 Flirty Flamingo cardstock (1” x 5 ½”)
- 141397 Flirty Flamingo Ink Pad
- 104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals
- 104332 SNAIL Adhesive

Instructions:
1. Fold the Emerald Envy cardstock in half to create a 3 ½” x 5 ½” card.
2. Stamp a border of gems across the Flirty Flamingo cardstock with Flirty Flamingo ink. Adhere the cardstock across the top of the Emerald Envy card.
3. Cut apart a large gem box and adhere one of the box sides as a banner on the left side of the card.
4. Stamp the sentiment in Emerald Envy ink on the tag.
5. Tie the Emerald Envy twine on the tag and adhere the tag to the card with Stampin’ Dimensionals.
6. Enjoy!

Thank you for being a My Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
It’s Your Day to Sparkle Card

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What a Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 115320 Melon Mambo cardstock: (8 ½ X 4 ¼ card base)& scraps for circles
- 111351 Pink Pirouette cardstock: (4 X 4)
- 135315 Dazzling Diamonds Glimmer Paper: (2” circle and (2) 1” circles)
- 141485 Silver ¼” Natural Trim
- 102283 Versamark Pad
- 109131 Silver Emboss Powder & 129053 Heat Tool
- 141468 Sparkle Embossing Folder & 143263 Big Shot
- 119873 ¾” circle punch, 119868 1” circle punch, 119850 1 ¾” circle punch, 133782 2” circle punch

Instructions:
1. Emboss Pink Pirouette layer with Sparkle Embossing Folder
2. Wrap ribbon around panel and tie a bow and adhere to folded card base
3. Stamp words and gems on Melon Mambo scrap in Versamark and emboss using Silver Emboss Powder. Punch out using ¾” circle punch for gems, and 1 ¾” circle punch for words,
4. Adhere circles to Glimmer Paper circles with Glue Dots, then to card with Stampin’ Dimensionals
5. Enjoy!

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
Just a Little Bling

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What a Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 100730 Whisper White cardstock (4 ⅛" x 11", score at 5 ½")
- 100730 Whisper White cardstock (4" x 5-1/4")
- 141425 Emerald Envy 3/8" Ruched Ribbon
- 141410 2016 2018 In Color Enamel Shapes
- 141701 Delicate White Doilies
- 139083 Handheld Stapler
- 104332 SNAIL Adhesive / 104331 Refill
- 104430 Stampin' Dimensionals

Instructions:
1. Adhere the Whisper White cardstock 4" x 5-1/4" to the Whisper White card base using dimensionals.
2. Cut 4 triangles (2 different patterns) from the die cut boxes. Adhere the triangles to the Whisper White cardstock using Snail Adhesive.
3. Cut a 1/4 piece of the Delicate White Doily, attach over the triangles using Snail Adhesive.
4. Place Emerald Envy ribbon (approx 7") across card front, accordion fold the ribbon once. Staple in place.
5. Pull Peekaboo Peach bakers twine apart, take two of the strands pulled apart and wrap underneath the accordion piece of ribbon, tie into a bow.
6. Stamp greeting onto Emerald Envy die cut tag using Emerald Envy ink. Attach to card using dimensionals.
7. Place Emerald Envy Enamel Shapes onto card. NOTE: Place one Enamel Shape over the hole on the die cut tag.
8. Enjoy!

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
Mosaic Bling

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What a Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 115320 Melon Mambo Cardstock (5-1/2" x 8-1/2") (4" x 5-1/4") + Scrap piece
- 121045 Basic Black Cardstock (3-3/4" x 5")
- 100730 Whisper White Cardstock (1-1/2" x 1-1/2")
- 132983 Gold Sequin Trim (4-1/2")
- 104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals
- 103683 Mini Glue Dots

Instructions:
1. Cut the triangle shapes, along the scored lines, from one of the polka dot boxes. Using one of the triangles, trace on the scrap of Melon Mambo Cardstock and cut out.
2. Adhere the triangles in a mosaic pattern on the Basic Black Cardstock as shown above. Cut the pieces that overhang the cardstock. Adhere the Basic Black piece to the 4" x 5-1/4" Melon Mambo Cardstock.
3. Fold the 5-1/2” x 8-1/2” Melon Mambo Cardstock in half. Adhere the 4” x 5-1/4” Melon Mambo Cardstock to the Melon Mambo card base using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
4. Adhere the Melon Mambo triangle to the front of the card using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
5. Stamp greeting on the 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” Whisper White Cardstock as shown and adhere to Melon Mambo triangle using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
6. Pinch the 4-1/2” Gold Sequin Trim in half and use a Mini Glue Dot to tuck under the Melon Mambo Triangle.
7. Enjoy!

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
It’s Your Day to Sparkle Card

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What a Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 141416 Flirty Flamingo cardstock (4 ¼” x 11”, score at 5 ½”)
- 100730 Whisper White cardstock (1 ¼” x 5 ½”)
- 141417 Peekaboo Peach cardstock (1 ½” x 5 ½”)
- 141397 Flirty Flamingo Classic Ink
- 135817 Lucky Stars Embossing Folder
- 143263 Big Shot Machine
- 133773 Sponge Daubers OR 141337 Stampin’ Sponges
- 138293 Medium Star Punch
- 104332 SNAIL Adhesive / 104331 Refill
- 104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals

Instructions:
1. Run the Flirty Flamingo cardstock through the Lucky Stars Embossing Folder.
2. Adhere the Peekaboo Peach cardstock to the card front.
3. Stamp the dots in Flirty Flamingo down the white cardstock and adhere on the Peach.
4. Cut one of the smaller tags in half along the score line. Stamp sentiment on the printed tag in Flirty Flamingo ink. Run one of each color bakers twine through the hole and trim. Adhere with (2) dimensionals on the right of card.
5. Punch (4) stars from one of the boxes (more if you would like to add some to the inside of card).
6. Sponge (2) starts with Flirty Flamingo ink and (2) starts with Emerald Envy ink. Buff with tissue. Add a dimensional to the back of each one and adhere.
7. With the remaining piece of tag, stamp (3) gems and fussy cut (easy to do if you use the hard sided gems rather than the circles). Adhere to the stamped tag on card.
8. Enjoy!

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
It's Your Day to Sparkle

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What A Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 100730 Whisper White Cardstock (5-1/2" x 8-1/2", 1" x 2-1/4", and scrap)
- 141415 Emerald Envy Cardstock (5-1/2" x 1-3/4")
- 141653 Fabulous Foil Designer Acetate (5-1/2" x 1-1/2")
- 132622 Gold Foil Sheets (5" x 2")
- 141705 Layering Circles Framelits
- 143263 Big Shot
- 126966 Cherry Cobbler Ink
- 126970 Night of Navy Ink
- 141897 Clear Wink of Stella Brush
- 119246 Rhinestone Basic Jewels
- 104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals

Instructions:
1. Score Whisper White Cardstock at 4-1/2" and fold in half.
2. Draw a light pencil line horizontally 2-1/8" from the bottom. Stamp half circles along the line with Emerald Envy ink.
3. Use Snail to adhere Emerald Envy Cardstock along the bottom. Layer Fabulous Foil Designer Acetate on top. (Adhere with Snail where the banner will cover it.)
4. Wrap Emerald Envy twine around the card twice to secure the acetate, tie a knot, and unravel ends.
5. Cut rings out of Gold Foil Sheets using the smallest Layering Circles Framelits.
6. Stamp the jewel on a scrap of Whisper White Cardstock using Cherry Cobbler, Emerald Envy, and Night of Navy ink. Paint the jewels with a Clear Wink of Stella Brush as follows: Press a small corner of an acrylic block on the ink pad to pool ink. Dip the brush in the ink and thin out the color on scratch paper. Lightly color each jewel adding both sparkle and color. Use scissors to cut out the jewels.
7. Adhere the rings with Snail and the stamped jewels with cut up pieces of dimensionals. Use Clear Wink of Stella Brush to draw lines of sparkle behind the jewel on each ring.
8. Add Rhinestone Basic Jewels to the center ring.
9. Stamp the sentiment with Emerald Envy ink and cut a V on the right side.
10. Add a strip of Rhinestone Basic Jewels to the left side and adhere with Snail

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
Open Sparkle Treat Box


Additional supplies used:
- 141424 Dapper Denim Ruched Ribbon
- 141696 Copper Metallic Thread
- 141636 Copper Stampin’ Emboss Powder
- 129053 Versamark Pad
- 143263 Heat Tool
- 138995 Tear & Tape Adhesive
- 103579 Paper Snips
- Bamboo Skewer
- Rolos™ Candies

Instructions:
1. Assemble small gem box from kit, but trim off one panel to create an open box.
2. Wrap this top open edge with Tear & Tape. Remove backing from tape and add Copper Metallic Thread creating loops that fall slightly below tape. Wrap Denim ribbon around to conceal tape and tie in knot.
3. Stuff with some blue tissue from the kit and add Rolos candies.
4. Cut a small tag card in half at score line. Then trim into a rectangle by cutting corner to corner and omitting top and bottom triangular portions. (Hole should remain in the rectangle portion of the tag.)
5. Stamp word image with Versamark. Add powder and heat emboss.
6. Cut a bamboo skewer in half. Tie on word tag with some Denim ribbon.
7. Insert into the middle of the Rolos.

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!
Thinking of You at Christmas

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:
- What A Gem, July 2016

Additional supplies used:
- 138337 Mint Macaron Cardstock (11” x 4-1/4” card base)
- 141415 Emerald Envy Cardstock (5-1/4” x 4” and a scrap piece)
- 100730 Whisper White Cardstock( 5” x 3-3/4” and a scrap piece).
- 104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals
- 141636 Copper Embossing Powder
- 102283 Versamark Ink
- 141478 Flourish Thinlits Dies
- Any Christmas sentiment

Instructions:
1. Stamp dotted image repeatedly by first stamping on a scrap piece of paper, then on the white cardstock.
2. Cut a scored triangle from both box size for trees.
3. Use Thinlits, die cut a strip of Emerald Envy. Adhere to each tree. Trim to fit.
4. Adhere largest tree, then adhere 2nd tree using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
5. Stamp sentiment
6. Using Versamark Ink, stamp a jewel image at the top of each tree. Sprinkle with Copper Embossing Powder and heat with the Heat Tool.
7. Using the round jewel image, ink and stamp twice (overlapped) in clusters over the background.
9. Adhere completed panel to Emerald Envy Cardstock layer, then to folded card base.

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty! Please remember that these special tutorials are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated!